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 About:   

Graeme Brooker is the Head of the Department of Fashion and Interiors at Middlesex University London, 
having earned his master’s degree in 1995. Between 1997 and 2004 he taught interior architecture at 
Cardiff before moving to Manchester where, from 2004 to 2011, he was the program leader of both the 
BA and MA Interior programs and the head of the Centre for Design Research. From 2011-2013 he was 
principal lecturer in interior architecture and urbanism at the University of Brighton. Brooker’s research 
interests focus on the cultural, historical and philosophical implications of the creation of the interior and 
the reuse of existing spaces and buildings. He has written and published widely on this subject, including 
the highly acclaimed Rereadings, (2005). He is an editor for the publisher Ashgate and he is also a 
member of the editorial advisory board of the magazine Interiors: Design: Architecture: Culture published 
by BERG. He is the founder of Interior Educators (IE), the national subject association for interiors 
courses in the UK. He served as its inaugural chair from 2006 - 2008. Brooker was re-elected as its 
director in April 2010 and is now the director of trustees of the IE charity.   
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Brooker, Graeme.  Basics Interior Architecture 01: Form and Structure: the Organisation of Interior Space. 
Fairchild, 2007. (Available through Inter-Library Loan) 

 



______________. Basics Interior Architecture 02: Content and Environment. Fairchild, 2008.  (Available 
in the Avery Index to download in parts for CCNY users,) 

 

________________.  Basics Interior Architecture 04: Elements/Objects . Fairchild, 2009.  (Available in the 

Avery Index to download in parts for CCNY users) 

 

______________.  Key interiors since 1900. Laurence King, 2013.  NA 2850 .B758 2013. 

From organisation to decoration: an interiors reader. Edited by Graeme Brooker and Sally Stone. 
Routledge, 2013.   NK2110 .F76 2013. 
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Articles: 

    “Off the peg: the bespoke interiors of Ben Kelly.” Brooker, Graeme and Sally Stone.  Architectural design,         
2008, May/June, v.78, n.3, p. 72-77. (Available online                  

    “Framing space: agendas and content in the architectural photograph.”  Brooker, Graeme and Eric 
Northey. Journal of architecture. 2008. April, v.13, n.2, p. 117-131. 

    “Framing space: agendas and content in the architectural photograph.”  Brooker, Graeme and Eric 
Northey. Journal of architecture. 2008. April, v.13, n.2, p. 117-131 
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